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One of the most personal and powerful acts a Christian can engage in is prayer. Yet many believers

struggle with their prayer lives, wondering whether they are really making a difference and how they

can be more effective. Delving deep into the biblical understanding of prayer, beloved author and

leader Derek Prince shows listeners the secret to leading a dynamic prayer life, how to receive what

they ask for, and how to align themselves with the heart of God. Practical strategies like fasting,

biblical study, discipline, and consistency are extensively explained and illustrated by powerful

testimonies. This is a life-changing book.
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"For my part, I love to pray, and what is more, I get what I pray for." Now how many people do you

know who can boldly make that statement. This is an excerpt of the late Derek Prince's opening

paragraph of his new book; "Secrets of A Prayer Warrior." By just reading the first chapter of this

book you're left in no uncertain terms, with a confidence that by the time you finish reading the book,

you too will be endowed with the tools you need to get your prayers answered.I have read a

plethora of prayer books and Derek Prince brings a refreshing look at the basic fundamentals to

getting your prayers answered. He slowly helps you to redirect your lens and view of God and what

we believe about his purpose for prayer. Continually drawing from scripture like the wise teacher he

was, he draws from the storehouse of God's word, the truth about what prayer is, and what it is not.

With bold statements such as, "The way we pray will decide the way the universe goes," one has to



wonder if the believer truly understands the power of prayer. In this book, he takes us step by step,

bringing clarity to scriptural references that will liberate you and launch you into the wonderful life of

prayer.Reading this book was truly like being in a science lab, where I not only read about prayer

but as I turned the pages of the book, I would pause and pray as my eyes were opened to biblical

truth. I prayed all kinds of prayers through reading the book. I asked God to forgive me for not

obeying what his word says about how we ought to pray. Then I had moments when I broke forth in

thanksgiving as I realized how good God is and how my prayer developed just from reading and

applying the secrets.Derek Prince did a marvelous job of getting us back on track concerning how

men ought to pray. It's not a book that you will be able to put down and forget about, but as you

apply the secrets of a prayer warrior, you will find that your prayer life has been injected with new

life and you cannot stop sharing it with others. I have been recommending this book as if I wrote it

myself. I will conclude this review with Derek Prince's statement, "When we become aligned with

God's purpose, we are going to pray prayers that are irresistible."

Since becoming a Christian, over 20 years ago, I have read a number of books on prayer, which I

believe to be the most powerful force and most amazing privilege available to the believer. I have

been blessed by many of those works, such as the book "Too Busy NOT to Pray" and a number of

books on prayer by E.M. Bounds, particularly "Power Through Prayer" with its powerful description

of the many hours and deep intensity of the prayers of many great Christian leaders down through

history.However, none of those excellent resources has transformed my prayer life like Derek

Prince's "Secrets of a Prayer Warrior." With every chapter I read I found myself thinking "I've

already gotten so much from this book that even if I gain no new insight in the remainder of the

book, I will still be well satisfied." Then I would read the next chapter and find more amazing

material. He details twelve different types of prayer and their distinctions, gives guidance on How to

Discover God's Will, talks about the power of the blood of Jesus (in a chapter titled "God's Atomic

Weapon") and, most of all, fills the reader with a real PASSION for prayer and the expectation of

achieving powerful results through prayer. I believe that every Christian who is serious about their

prayer life will find something in this book that will re-ignite the flame of passion for daily

communication with God.

This book has literally changed my life and has opened up my eyes to the beautiful awesome blood

of Jesus. Every christian should read this book so as to get a complete understanding of prayer and

how it can change every area of your life. God is real and so are answered prayers. My family



received an answer for a life changing prayer while reading this book. Prayer is not a science, but a

real dialog with our creator! He longs to have a relationship with his children through prayer. I will

never approach the throne of God like I did before I read this book. Even my young children have

learned how to pray effectively. God is good, He is still on the throne and his promises are YES and

my response is AMEN!!

Every christian who is serious about their faith needs to read this book. It is easy to read and clearly

defines what prayer is, what it is for and how to effectively do it! It's prayer 101! Having been a

christian for the last 20 years, i thought I knew what prayer was. However after reading this book, I

realize that I have never really scratched the surface of being a real prayer warrior. I'm am

unbelievably excited to be armed with this information and and have seen a transformation in my

faith.

Just as Derek Prince gives a lot of knowledge in his books, They Shall expel Demons, & Blessing

Or Curse I suggest reading all 3 but if only read one would choose They Shall expel Demons.In this

book D. P. really shows that all prayer is heard instantly & all heaven gets to work on it. All heaven

means both God & Satan. God responds to answer & Satan goes to work to keep answers from

being delivered. But Jesus promised that all prayers given in His Name will be answered if we trust

Him to deliver. He uses the example of Daniel as an example. Daniel prayed & fasted 21 days

before his answer was given. When the angel arrived to deliver the answer he told Daniel how the

minute that his prayer was given, they heard & began to answer. Michael sent an angel with the

answer but the angel had to pass thru Satan's heaven to get here.The angel was having such a

hard time that Michael, who protects Israel in the heavenlies, came in person to assist. I know

people who are demon harassed now & they say that the demons are afraid of Michael. I believe

that Michael probably always sends enough angel warriors to get thru faster now because the

demons show a lot of fear when Michael is called on. Do not doubt, all prayer is heard instantly &

every prayer is answered in God's time. Some of my answers that came slowly, I realized why when

I learned a few very important facts about the situations during the wait. I was glad that it took more

time.
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